Voyager Legend deep sleep mode / Battery reset

In cases where the Voyager Legend has not been used for an extended period of time, the unit will move into deep sleep mode in order to preserve the battery life.

Upon restart, in some cases, the unit may appear to be dead and unable to be recharged.

When this happens a simple reset procedure can jump the product back into life.

BATTERY RESET PROCEDURE:

- Disconnect the headset and switch it off
- While the headset is switched off, hold the volume ( - ) toggle switch, the Answer/End button, and the mute/pause button all three together
- The LED will flash blue for a second and the battery reset procedure is complete
- Once the reset has been activated and the headset works, the firmware should be checked via [http://www.plantronics.com/uk/support/myheadset/updater/](http://www.plantronics.com/uk/support/myheadset/updater/) to ensure the latest update is applied